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University Assembly Report
President John T. Bernhard convened a special University Assembly
Honday, February 2, in Shaw Theatre to provide a detailed report on the
University's fiscal condition.
Hrs. Haury E. Parfet of Hickory Corners, chairman of the WHU Board
of Trustees, presided. The program will be repeated at 4 P.H. Thursday,
February 5, in Shaw Theatre.
Following are the prepared remarks by President Bernhard, Vice
President for Finance Robert B. WetniRht, and Vice President for
Academic Affairs F.lwood B. Ehrle.

Remarks by President John T. Bernhard

Thank you all for attending this special University Assembly, which
has been convened to inform you--as clearly as possible--of the fiscal
crisis facing the State of Michigan in general, and Western Michigan University in particular. This meeting is not a "scare session", aimed at
frightening you about the future. But its purpose is to give you evidence
--as fully as we can--of the realities we face, and also to solicit your
suggestions and your cooperation. A state of knowledge and readiness is
certainly more preferable than a condition of ignorance and uneasiness.

I'm sure that all of you are well acquainted with the serious economic
problems now current in our state. The automotive industry, coupled with
its various subsidiaries, is suffering an appalling depression. Approximately 200,000 auto workers remain out of work--the same as a year ago-personal income is down 101, and industry losses for 1980 have totaled more
than $4 billion. Further, 1981 is expected to show only a mild improvement,
with little realist~c hope that the automotive industry will ever regain
completely its once dominant position. As Representative Mary Brown observed
recently: "even when the auto industry 'recovers', it will employ only
about half as many people as it once did." While many call for economic
diversification as a long-range solution, it will not be easily nor quickly
obtained. Much creative effort and planning are required. Thus the immediate economic forecast must in large part depend upon the fortunes of
the automotive and related industries.
Obviously, a depressed economy means a depressed state budget. Ironically, just when Michigan is in dire need of new and diversified industries
which, in turn, depend upon the new technologies, management skills and
scientific research coming from the state's universities, these institutions
have been crippled by shrinking appropriations--both in relative and now
(this year) in absolute dollars! As Harold Shapiro, president of the
University of Michigan, recently declared:
"There is increasing evidence that the economic base of our
future prosperity will require increased commitment to advanced,
technologically sophisticated personnel. Only the universities
can satisfy that demand in the years immediately ahead. Our
region requires such a capacity to participate effectively in the
coming generation. Otherwise, the state will therefore tend to
become socially and economically stagnant."
But this is not really a new development in Michigan. For several
years, there has been a steady erosion of the state's position in support
of higher education. Until 1973, Michigan was above the national average
in higher education appropriations per $1000 of personal income. Since
then, however, our state has fallen and remained below the national norm.
In 1980, for example, Michigan fell sharply to its widest gap ever below
the national average.
Furthermore, in the percentage of the state general fund devoted to
state colleges and universities, the process of erosion has also been clear.
In 1968-69, the figure was 17.81 of the general fund; and then a persistent
decline set in, reaching a low of 13.61 this fiscal year. While, of course,
the actual dollars increased each year, the relative position of higher
education in the state's general fund fell steadily. At the same time,
the portion allocated to welfare and health services increased appreciably.
For example, in 1967-68 this purpose consumed one-third of the general
fund. Today it amounts to almost one-half of the total! According to
Senator Jack Welborn, over the past ten years, the Consumer Price Index
rose 137\, the gross state budget climbed 2191, and the budget for Social
Services soared by 494\. But during this same period, the amount appropriated to higher education went up 122\--thus clearly falling behind the
steady increase in inflation.
As a state university, Western has certainly been called upon to bear
the brunt of hard times. Like our sister institutions, we have failed to
keep up with the ravages of inflation and the needs of our faculty, staff
and students. Important majntenance has been deferred, equipment allowed
to turn obsolescent, and vacancies left unfilled. Further, we have been
unable to counteract the declining purchasing power which has afflicted
University personnel. In this unhappy circumstance, I fear we have the
company of most Americans today.
Just recently, however, we have had to face an absolute decline in
the dollars appropriated to Western. For example, in 1979-80 our original
appropriation was set at $46.7 million. Yet in that same fiscal year, an
executive order cut us by more than $500,000. And when we finally received--just last December--our appropriation for 1980-81, the total had
slipped to $43.9 million--a drop of $2.8 million (or 6\) from our original
appropriation of a year ago! This critical decline in dollars appropriated,
coupled with the burden of a strong inflationary spiral, has brought s~rious
fiscal problems to Western and thus to all of us in the University community.

Fortunately, as Vice President Wetnight will explain later, in planning ahead for this fiscal year we decided to count on a zero increase in
state appropriations. That basic decision has enabled us~manage
the
budget for 1980-81 without resorting to the urgent emergency measures
adopted by some other Michigan colleges and universities. For example,
seven institutions have already adopted a mid-year tuition increase or
surcharge (Central, Ferris, Lake Superior, Michigan State, Michigan Tech,
Oakland, and Saginaw). The University of Michigan has now targeted its
Geography Department for possible termination, and additional program
eliminations are under study. Michigan State is projecting a $27 million
shortfall and thus a 14\ budget cut for their next fiscal year. Wayne State
has made a $6.4 million cut in their current budget, including termination
notices for 160 faculty members. Central is giving serious consideration
to cutting back staff employees to a 30-hour week; and Northern has already
closed its women's center and cut its radio station budget by 801. In addition to its mid-year tuition increase, Michigan Tech has closed down its
FH radio station. And finally, as I'm sure most of you know, Grand Valley
has already laid off a considerable number of its faculty, administrative
and maintenance personnel as well as transferred its emergency medical
service to Davenport College. Western has also been called upon to cut
expenses in many areas and to be even more prudent in approving ~y new
expenditures. But I am pleased to report to you that our current budget
is balanced satisfactorily and is under careful control.
But what of 1981-82, and beyond? What is our fiscal outlook for the
future? The Governor's budget message, released just a week ago, certainly seems to be a cause for joy. Though the overall increase recommended
for the state budget in 1981-82 is 8.3\, Governor Milliken has actually
proposed an average increase of 12.3\ for higher education. Institutional
increases range from a low of 9.4\ to a high of 14\, and the suggested level
for WHU is 10.8\. (Due primarily to our student enrollment and credit hour
production, the state formula has placed us 1\\ below the ean for all
institutions.)
The Governor's general reconmendations for the state colleges and
universities are certainly appreciated, and they clearly indicate the
intention of our chief executive to raise the priority level for higher
education. Nonetheless, it is very important that we view the budget
message with considerable caution. As Mr. Wetnight will point out in more
detail, last year's optimistic budget recommendations were completely
decimated by the onrushing depression in Michigan, and all of higher
education ended up with a ne ative budget for 1980-81. Therefore, I
submit we must be careful as we analyze these glad tidings, recognizing
that a long legislative process lies ahead and that, unfortunately, the
state's economy may not improve in any significant way. Furthermore, we
need to realize that even if the Governor's favorable recommendations are
finally adopted, they will still not make up for the losses of this year
and the inflationary erosion of the past several years. That is an undeniable fact, which we must face realistically. Accordingly, prudence
remains the best course to follow, and that will be my continuing objective in the years ahead. Too much is at stake--in terms of quality and
viability--for us to do otherwise.
I will now turn to Vice President Wetnight for a review of the University's financial condition. He will be followed by Vice President
Ehrle who will discuss the academic implications of our fiscal crisis.
Then I will sum up with some concluding remarks.
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Remarks by Vice President Robert B. Wetnight
Thank you Hr. President. Faculty and staff colleagues. students;
my task today is to provide you with a brief review of the significant
financial matters faced by the University and their implication for our
next fiscal year. 1981/82. Any university the size of Western is complex.
There is always the risk of over-simplifying the complicated truth about
our budget in such a meeting. I will. however. run that risk by using
only significant summary numbers rather than a mass of detail.
As I told the Board of Trustees at their January 1981 meeting, when
they were able to finally adopt a 1980/81 operating budget. we are in
balance for this year. In doing so we adopted the policy for 1980/81 of
giving up "things" to protect "people." Whether such a policy can be
continued for 1981/82 depends on a number of factors, so e of which are
known. and I will describe today, and some of which are currently unknown.
In order to grasp the significance of our financial condition. it
will be helpful to see in broad terms where we get our money and how we
spend it. Therefore. let me show you some data about our current (1980/
81) fiscal year.

(Slide No.1)
This chart shows the sources of the revenue which we
expect to realize for 1980/81. It totals $66.720.000. It should be
clear from the chart that the largest element of revenue is tbe appropriation from the State. This source provides us with 66.6\ of our total
revenue. For our fiscal year 1980/81. it totals $44,454.000. The second
largest source of revenue is the Tuition and Fees we assess the students.
This year. tbey are providing 30.7\ of the total. or $20.455.000. Let
me pause here and point out that these two sources supply 97.3\ of our
revenue. The magnitude of the State appropriation is determined by the
Legislature. taking into account recommendations by the Governor, and
analyses of its own staff. The magnitude of the Tuition and Fees revenue is determined by the rates set by the Board of Trustees, the size
of the student body. and its mix.
The remaining 2.7\ of the revenue comes from (1) income on the
temporary investment of cash received prior to its expenditure (1.3\ or
$879.000); (2) all other revenue, such as indirect cost recovery on grants.
support from the bookstore. transcript fees. forfeited deposits, and a
number of miscellaneous sources totaling 1.0\. or $682.000; and (3) a
carry-over of $250.000 from 1979/80, which developed from turnover and
vacancy savings and was purposely held for 1980/81 rather than, as is
customary. being spent in 1979/80 for equipment and/or maintenance projects.

Now. let us turn to how this $66.720.000 will be spent in 1980/81.
(Slide No.2.)
From this chart it is clear that by far the bulk of our
money is committed to the compensation of people. We have committed 80.6\.
or $53,763,000 for this purpose. It represents the salaries of faculty,
clerical/technical staff. maintenance people, and professional and
administrative staff, as well as the fringe benefits which are committed
for all of these people. Supplies. services and equipment require 12.8\
($8.542.000) of our resources. The utility bill is 4.4\ or $2.963.000.
Let me hasten to add that this does not include the cost of heat. lights.
water and sewer for the dormitory system. Student aid. and I mean only
the aid. not the cost of administering the program. requires 2.2\ of our
budget. or $1.452,000.
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INVESTMENT
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1.3'"
$879.000
ALL OTHER
1.0'"
$682,000
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66.6'"
$44,454.000
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$53.763,000
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Now that you have seen what we spend our money for. let me show you
what portions of this spending fall under the supervision of each of the
Executive Officers.

AID
2.2'"

-j /

$1.452.000
$2.963,000

$66,720,000

TOTAL

(Slide No.3)
This chart clearly shows that the largest single
budget area is that under the purview of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs. As an educational institution. it is only right that the bulk
of our costs should be directed to the academic mission of the University. Other costs are those incurred to service that mission. 67.8\,
or $45.224.000 is committed to these academic functions. Those areas
under the Vice-President for Finance require 20.9\ of the total. They
include such areas as the Department of Physical Plant for all of the
custodial. grounds and maintenance costs of the University's physical
facilities; the Department of Public Safety; and institution-wide costs
such as insurance and the $2.963.000 utility bill. as well as the Business Office. The Vice President for Governmental Relations, in addition
to legislative liaison. is assigned the costs of Student Aid and its
administration and Intercollegiate Athletics. The Vice President for
Student Services supervises 3.2\ of the total budget. The President's
area of 2.8\ includes Alumni Affairs and Development. Information Services. Legal and Collective Bargaining costs. Affirmative Action. and
those costs associated with the Secretary to the Board of Trustees'
office.

1980/81
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67.8'"
$45.224.000

PRESIDENT'S

/
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(Slide No.4)
This chart is included to give you some idea of the
cost elements each Executive officer is responsible for. I understand
that all of these charts will be published very soon. Therefore, I will
not dwell on this, except to point out that in the area of the Academic
Vice PreSident, who you will remember is responsible for 67.8\ of our
costs, salaries and wages take up 91.3\. This should give you some
indication of how little fleXibility he has in his budget allocation.
Now that we have examined where we get our money and how we spend
it, let m turn to the future. ]n my presentation of the 1980/81 budget
to the Board of Trustees, ] made it clear that there were serious implications in our 1980/81 actions for 1981/82. ]n order to balance 1980/81,
we borrowed from the future. Resources were included which very likely
will not be available for the next year. Similarly, base budget expenditures were reduced to balance, recognizing that we could not eliminate
these budgeted costs, but merely postpone them.

1980/81 EXPENSES 8Y AREA
PERCENTAGE 8Y TYPE
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The day of reckoning is now at hand. (Slide No.5)
This table shows
the changes which will need to be made to our budget base. Note that revenue budgets will need to be reduced by $1,563,000. Of this total: (1)
$589,000 is du to the effect of the different fiscal years of the State
and the University; (2) $345,000 is due to tuition revenue received this
year over our estiMate, due in part to more students than planned for
and a different student mix than expected. (3) $279,000 is due to our
expectation that the abnormally high interest rates we are now experiencing will abate; (4) $250,000 is the savings we incurred in 1979/80; and
(5) $100,000 is from other revenue items. At the same time we used
one-time revenues to balance, we also made one-time expense reductions.
(I) We postponed for one year the next phase of our continuing energy
conservation program and thus saved $300,000; (2) we reduced supply,
services and equipment budgets by $644,000; and (3) we committed the
expected recovery of $609,000 from position vacancies and turnover.
Let m now point out the significance of this table. Before anything happens next year, we will be short $3,116,000. Before an increase in our appropriation, if any, we will be short $3,116,000.
Before any increase in tuition rates, we will be short $3,116,000.
Before any increase in compensation rates, we will be short $3,116,000.
Before any bUdget reductions including staffing reductions, we will be
short $3,116,000.
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(Slide No.6)
A summary of this impact is shown on this table.
Again, let ae call your attention to the fact that, although we are in
balance for this year, we begin next year short by $3,116,000.

1981/82 BUDGET BASE
1980/81

REVENUE

CHANGES

1981/B2

APPROPRIA TlON

$44.454.000

$589.000

$43.885.000

TUITION'

$20.455.000

$345.000

$20.110.000

$1.811.000

$829.000

$1.182.000

$88.720.000

$1.583.000

$85.157.000
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ALL OTHER
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$809.000

$54.372.000
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$8.542.000

$844.000

$9.188.000

UTILITIES

$2.983.000

$300.000

STUDENT AID

$1.452.000
$88.720.000

SHORT

$3.283.000
$1.452.000

$1.553.000

$88.273.000

$3.118.000

$3.118.000
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(Slide No.1)
This can be seen graphically from this chart. The
red wedge represents 4.61 of the base expenses. To put this shortage in
perspective, it is greater than the total utility bill and similar to
the sum of the budgets of Waldo Library and the Division of Instructional Communications.

1981/82

If I may, let me now turn to some of the planning tools we have
been using. We have identified four major variables which must be
considered to resolve the dilemma posed by this shortfall: (1) Tuition
rates can be changed; (2) we can receive a change in the State appropriation; (3) we can change compensation rates; and (4} we can cbange
the size of the University faculty and staff. Each of these changes can
be upward or downward. The combinations of these variables are numerous. We have been using an EDUCOH computer model to provide us with
feasibility points, possible mixes of options by which to consider our
choices.

ST A TE APPROPRIATION
64.2%
$43,865,000

/SHORT

$3,116,000
ALL OTHER
1.7%
$1,182,000

TOTAL

(Slide No.8)
This chart is one of the many we have developed from
that model. It assumes NO reduction in staff. The vertical axis shows
percentage changes in tuition rates; the horizontal axis shows percentage
increases in the State appropriation. Having thus identified three of
the four variables, we can see the effect of the trade-offs that can be
made on the fourth variable, the percent of increase we can make in
cOlllpensation.
Note the cells which have been circled. If we receive NO increase
in our appropriation, and please remember that this year we received a
6.11 decrease, and if we raised tuition by 141, a somewhat higher
percentage increase than that for 1980/81, we could give NO increase in
compensation and we would still be out of balance. Now, look at the
right side of the chart. If we were to receive an 111 increase in
appropriation, close to that recommended last week by the Governor, and
wished to give an 81 increase in compensation, we would be required to
raise tuition an unconscionable 241, or an increase of twice what we did
for this year. In the middle of the chart you can see that, if we were
to raise tuition by 141, receive an appropriation increase of 61 (or get
back what we lost this year), and if we had NO reduction in staff, we
could give only a 11 increase in compensatio~
The possible combinations are endless. We could, and already have,
prepared similar charts showing the effect of staff reductions at varying discrete percentages. Such calculations show us the effect of the
tradeoffs. As we continue our planning, we will have to focus more and
more on the most reasonable expectations for these variables. The
message, however, is clear. To accommodate higher compensation rates we
will have to achieve combinations of higher appropriation increases,
tuition increases, and staff reductions. As the President said last
fall in his annual State of the University message, compensation increases and faculty/staff size are inescapably linked and form the
central policy issue for our 1981/82 budget deliberations.

$68,273,000
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Let .e now conclude by calling your attention to our final chart.
(Slide No.9)
This chart shows what happened to our appropriation for
1980/81. The vertical axis shows the percentage increase, and decrease,
in the State appropriation. The horizontal axis is time, beginning with
the Governor's original budget recommendation, one year ago in January,
and ending with the actual appropriation in late November of 1980. The
Governor originally recommended a 91 increase in appropriation for
Western. Throughout the year different percentage changes surfaced,
either in legislative committees or from the Governor, until finally we
received an appropriation at a level of 6.11 below that with which we
began in 1919/80. This is a 15.11 downward swing. We fully realize
that last week the Governor presented to the Legislature his recommendations for 1981/82, and that these included a 10.81 increase for
Western. History has proven that we were wise to prepare a 1980/81
budget on a much lower base than originally proposed by the Governor.
We firmly believe that prudence dictates that we should do the same for
1981/82. I do not believe it wise to assume any increase like that
currently being recommended, though we will certainly monitor constantly
developments in Lansing that may give us surer guidance.
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Remarks by Vice President Elwood B. Ehrle
In this presentation I will comment on academic budget reductions that
have already been made or are in process, indicate the coping strategies that
must be developed to increase academic productivity with diminishing resources,
describe the importance of the University priority process in managing further
expansions and reductions wilh minimum long-range program damage, and pose a
major question bearing upon the mid-range future of the University.
The 1980-81 budget in Academic Affairs has been reduced by $1.2 million.
This reduction was made from monies available in 1980-81 without cutting into
base budgets. Prudent management in the recent past had built up a number of
reserves in the Academic Affairs office. They are gone. A 1/21 tax was then
placed on all college budgets to recover funds to replace the reserve and
facilitate reallocation. These funds are gone. The 1980-81 funding of the
Academic Program Development Fund is gone. Positions have been frozen, some
for short periods and some of them indefinitely.
The 1981-82 academic budget was approached in Western's standard way.
During September and October each college submitted a Program-Personnel-Budget
document outlining needs for 1981-82. A new planning dimension was introduced
by asking each dean to plan for a 51 base budget reduction "over the next
several years". In November, hearings were held with each dean. By that
time the President's Cabinet had agreed that a substantial University-wide
base budget reduction had to be made for 1981-82. Thus it had become apparent
that we weren't looking for 51 over the next several years for reallocation
purposes. We found ourselves looking for a 51 base budget reduction or $1.7
million for 1981-82 alone to meet the projected deficit for 1981-82. Funds
recovered for reallocation purposes would have to be on top of that. After
hundreds of hours of examining alternatives with Phil Denenfeld, Hike Hoskovis,
Jack Asher and Nick Poulton and numerous conversations with involved deans,
81-82 allocation letters were issued that would result in a $1.0 million base
budget reduction in Academic Affairs. To meet our full 51 target of $1.7
million we would have to go into extensive and substantial program reduction
and/or elimination accompanied by widespread layoffs. I recommended to the
Cabinet and President that we hold at $1.2 million and avert layoffs and
significant program eliminations for now. The Cabinet and President concurred.
The 81-82 base budget reduction will result in the non-renewal of a
significant number of faculty who hold te~ appointments expiring at the end
of 1980-81. It is important here to differentiate between the non-renewal of
faculty on term appointments and the layoff of faculty in tenure-track or
tenured positions. We have not yet had to layoff anyone. The persons whose
term appointments will not be renewed are engaged in important work in their
departments. They will be missed. The deans are now determining which term
appointments can be renewed within the dollar allocations given to them for
1981-82.
Other reductions involve savings accruing from the termination of a few
programs that can be eliminated without layoffs, the merger of departments,
reduction in the number of part-tim faculty and decreases in student help.
Spring-Summer budgets were reduced where enrollments can be sustained by
other means, along with reductions in deans' office operating accounts,
supplies, equipment and services budgets.
With a $1.2 million loss in 1980-81 and a $1.0 million base budget loss
in 1981-82 budgets, Academic Affairs is now balanced precariously on the edge
of extensive program eliminations and layoffs. If we receive an Executive
Order from the Governor for further cuts during 1980-81 or if the state
appropriation for 81-82 declines from the Governor's initial budget proposal
as it did last year, the consequences will likely be extreme. As we seek to
hold the line, serve students with vigor and enthusiasm, and watch out for
serious quality erosion, a number of coping strategies will be necessary.
The essence of these coping strategies is to take every measure we can
to increase productivity with fewer resources. If you are given to nautical
metaphors, we must trim sails and maintain headway; not easy, but possible if
we react boldly, cooperatively~nd
quickly enough in enough different ways.
Several of the deans have been charged, along with UGEC, the University
General Education Committee, to take steps to reduce significantly the number
of courses approved for General Education credit. While some of these courses
will and should remain on the books they will no longer count for General
Education credit. Every General Education course beyond the minimum number
neceasary to sustain our General Education Program drains resources off of
those available to sustain departmental majors, minors and graduate programs.
For a number of years UGEC has been carefully considering the quality-based
arguments for the inclusion of courses in the General Education Program.
Now, the considerable experience of UGEC must be called upon for a different
type of task.
Work is now underway to reduce the number of courses in the Distributive
General Education Program from approximately 360 to approximately 150 and in
the Integrated Interdisciplinary General Education Program from approximately
65 to approximately 25. Additionally, the College of General Studies has
been instructed to withdraw its courses from the Distributive Program so as
to reduce unnecessary and non-productive competition with the College of Arts
& Sciences. Arts & Sciences has received instructions to reduce considerably
the number of course alternatives in departmental majors so as to insure
spartan curricula sustainable by increasingly spartan budgets. In this same
context, the Graduate College, in collaboration with the deans of each of the
other colleges, has been charged with the identification of graduate programs
to be eliminated where budgetary restrictions and reallocation needs require
such action in order to more effectively support the University's commitment
to strengthen the quality of the graduate programs that remain.
I am preparing a request for the Faculty Senate to promptly develop and
recommend a set of University class scheduling guidelines that will be student oriented and deliberately set to optimize student access to courses at
all hours of the day and evening. The time-honored practice of optimizing
schedules for faculty and administrative convenience must be turned around as
soon as possible. We need to do everything we can do to insure that students
can register for full schedules. Just a few years ago 851 of our students
were able to pre-register full schedules. That figure has steadily declined
and now stands at 651.

Significant reductions in the numbers of courses and better scheduling
of the courses that remain will not by themselves hold off program eliminations or layoffs. They must be joined by reduction in the amount of release
time for administrative responsibilities, expansion of off-campus as part-ofload and establishing reasonable class size minimums to insure that as many
professors as possible engage an economically sound number of students. I
want to make it very clear that the hinge pins around which the academic
economy turn are the curriculum and the schedule. Both are intellectual and
economic devices which must be tightened up considerably.
These coping strategies will help in adjusting programs to resources in
the near future. For the mid- and long-range health of the University we
must continue with and complete the University priorities process now underway. Whether the financial condition of the University continues to worsen
or not, we must continue to allocate whatever resources we have, we must
reallocate resources to protect quality and enhance selected developing areas
and we must have a more effective mechanism for making increasingly difficult
choices. That mechanism is the University Priority process. I am pleased to
report that the Dictionary of University Activities is now complete and work
is underway on the Encyclopedia of descriptions of these activities. By late
Harch--early April we will be securing priority recommendations and advisory
opinions relating to each activity area across the entire University. During
the summer the Cabinet and President will be finalizing priority designations
for the President's approval. Once the President has determined, around
September I, which activities are to be increased, and which are to be maintained, decreased, merged or eliminated, each Vice-President will begin
further allocation changes to insure that the resources of 'the University are
brought into more effective alignment with the established priorities.
Ideally, we would have had such assistance during our recent budgetary hearings and decisions. That simply was not possible. Fortunately, it will be
in the future.
All of these matters bear on one central theme, the avoidance, delay
and/or minimization of extensive and significant program eliminations and
widespread layoffs. A major question now comes into focus. Can we act
boldly and quickly enough with solid cooperation and follow through on all
fronts to avert those drastic alternatives? That major question will be answered in the months ahead. As I said earlier, we are now balanced precariously on the edge of the possibility of extensive program eliminations and
widespread layoffs. I'm not at all sure that we can hold out much longer. I
urge you to be alert to every opportunity to increase productivity and affect
curricular and scheduling economy. The cumulative effect of even small
contributions can be significant. Your executive officers are tightening
down everything they can in Academic Affairs, Student Services, Government
Relations and Business Affairs as well as in those areas that report directly
to the President. If we work together effectively I am convinced that we can
beat this thing, weather whatever storms lie ahead and that we will one day
look back from an even better University than we now have on these difficult
times. We will make jokes about the blessing, or is it curse, "Hay you live
in interesting times."
Thank you for your attention, your faith in Western, and your help in
insuring that these "interesting times" generate the energy, enthusiasm,
wisdom and courage to insure the continued forward momentum and evolution of
this fine University.

Concluding Remarks by President Bernhard
I trust that by now you are fully aware of the magnitude of the task
we face. It is a formidable challenge indeed! Permit me to elaborate
further on some of the material you have heard and seen this afternoon.
For the sake of planning, let us assume that we will be fortunate
enough to receive a final appropriation for 1981-82 equal to the 6~ we
have lost since 1979-80. In addition, let us also assume that we'll have
to defray the inflation driven higher costs of utilities, equipment,
supplies and services, and student aid. Where does that set of assumptions leave us?
As Hr. Wetnight has stated, we have been studying a series of forecasting models which yield several interesting but also disturbing projections. For example, applying the assumptions which I have just described and adding further assumptions--for the sake of discussion--of an
average increase of only 5~ in compensation for all University personnel,
with no further budget reductions beyond our current level, we would need
to raise student tuition by a staggering 26~! Obviously, such a drastic
increase is not a feasible solution; it would be short-sighted and inevitably bring about a sharp decline in student enrollment. On the other
hand, leaving all other assumptions the same, but limiting a tuition
increase to 12~, the average compensation level for the University would
remain static without any growth at all! So we find ourselves locked in
the jaws of a dilemma. Apparently, there is no one good solution--nor is
there a completely satisfactory mix of solutions.
Nonetheless, significant benefits may accrue to the University if
certain tradeoffs are adopted. For example, if we recoup an additional 4~
in compensation dollars from next year's budget we may achieve a 5~ average
compensation boost by increasing tuition 14~. Again, however, I must
re.ind you that our assumptions are tentative and thus it is impossible to
draw any hard-and-fast conclusions. Obviously, the greatest variable of
all is the Governor's budget recommendation, and we would be extremely
foolish to count heavily on obtaining the full amount.
But if we do adopt a procedure for additional reductions in the
ca.pensation budget, how shall we implement it? I suggest that we glean a
varied mix of dollars from attrition (based on retirement and resignation),
the capture of unfilled positions, and where necessary, actual layoffs.
The mix would be structured so as to maintain the quality of the University's
programs and personnel to the maximum extent possible. To be accomplished
justly and compassionately, the process necessarily will be complex but it
must also be equitable. Here is where the entire University community
must be involved. All the information provided today will be widely circulated on campus. We want everyone to know the facts. But, of course,
more action is required.
I earnestly solicit advice and recommendations from all of you-either through the various University organizations, which relate specifically to faculty, staff and students, or from each of you as individuals.
I would greatly appreciate receiving your ideas and suggestions. Simply
address them in written form to the Office of the President, and I can
assure you that each reco-.endation will be given appropriate consideration
by the Cabinet and by .e.

As I stated last September:
"Western is clearly facing financial pressure, and we lIust
recognize and understand that fact of life. Therefore, we
must plan on that basis if we are to remain a high caliber
institution. Further, I am convinced that our financial
crisis is both iDlDinent and indefinite in duration."
The events of the past few months have strongly confirmed these views
in my ind, and made me even more aware of the fiscal siege w face. Further, the remarkable words of Woodrow Wilson (which I have quoted often)
remain brilliantly appropriate for us today:
"The days of glad expansion are gone, our life grown tense
and difficult; our recourse for the future lies in careful
thought, providence and a wise economy ..."
Nonetheless, despite our current travail, I would not have you leave
this hall today thinking that all is lost. Far from it! Western continues
to be a creative and vigorous university of quality, largely due to our fine,
dedicated faculty and staff, and to our supportive and interested students.
Hany good things are happening herel Without any doubt, our University's
most valuable asset is its human resources--and that is the central core
which we must preserve to the best of our combined intelligence and wisdom.
Our united success in meeting this grave challenge will determine the future
history of Western Hichigan University. I urge all of you to ponder
seriously the financial crisis we are facing, and to offer your best thinking for possible solutions. What I am urging you to do is to help preserve
Western as an institution of quality, and also be sensitive to the needs
of the entire University co~unity.
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